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From: Mahendra Shah
To: Bernard White; Daniel Huang; Robert Shewmaker; Ron Parkhill
Date: 8/27/02 10:05AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: FW: Boeing

Ron:

As discussed with you this morning, SNL will address results of the analyses performed for all casks and
radioactive waste packages and draw appropriate conclusions. Thanks.

Mahendra

>>> Ron Parkhill 08/27/02 07:25AM >>>
Mahendra - As I recall, the last time that NEI presented their plane scenerio it was for a SF transportation
cask on 3/5/02. Hopefully the UMS transportation cask will also be addressed by SNL as part of the
"behavior of the other casks for other laods, by September 6tho that you mentioned in your e-mail.

>>> Mahendra Shah 08/26/02 05:33PM>>>
I am forwarding the memo to SNL from Boeing regarding the status of the contract. It appears that the
contract may be signed by this Thursday. Based on his, the meeting with the Boeing and SNL may be set
up by Mid September.

With respect to Marty Virgilio's memo regarding supporting the RES on Q&A's for 9/1 1, I also talked to
Jeremy and Ken today to determine if SNL could make preliminary conclusions regarding the HI-STORM
cask behavior and safety for the aircraft impact, and the behavior of the other casks for other laods, by
September 6th. This information would be useful in preparing O&As for ISFSls, by September 11th. Ken
agreed that SNL would provide the information by September 6th. The SNL report to be provided by
September 30th, would have similar conclusions with supporting details.

Thanks.

Mahendra

CC: Earl Easton; Jack Guttmann; Jeremy Sprung; Ken Sorenson


